Practical experience suggests that usage and understanding of UML diagrams is greatly affected by the quality of their layout. While existing research failed to provide conclusive evidence in support of this hypothesis, our own previous work provided substantial evidence to this effect. When studying different factors like diagram type and expertise level, it became apparent that diagram size plays an important role, too. Since we lack an adequate understanding of this notion, in this paper, we define diagram size metrics and study their impact to modeler performance. We find that there is a strong negative correlation between diagram size and modeler performance. Our results are highly significant. We utilize these results to derive a recommendation on diagram sizes that are optimal for model understanding.
Introduction
The Unified Modeling Language (UML) has been the "lingua franca of software engineering" for over a decade now. It is a generally held belief that visual languages are superior to textual languages in that they support human perceptual and thought processes, and that this is also true for the UML, in fact, that this is a major reason for the success of UML. However, there are actually few research results to support this belief. There is a large body of experimental results on the layout of UML class diagrams and how it affects human understanding and problem solving, but the findings are ambiguous, and sometimes unintuitive. In particular, only very small effects have been found in vitro. For instance, Eichelberger and Schmid note that "We could not identify [...] a significant impact [by diagram quality]." (cf. [9, p. 1696] ).
On the other hand, practical experience in industrial software projects suggests a much higher impact of good or bad layout, and previous work by the author strongly supports this hypothesis (see [28, 29] ). Inspection of our data and a qualitative study with our study participants suggested, however, that the size of the models portrayed in the diagrams might be a relevant factor. In order to study this question, we define a precise notion of diagram size and re-examine existing data sets of substantial size (78 participants, well over 1200 measurements). Our working hypothesis is that modeler performance correlates negatively with diagram size. We also hypothesize, that layout quality 1 matters more with increasing diagram size: small diagrams are easy to use irrespective of the layout quality simply because they are small; modelers simply cope with bad layout. With increasing diagram size, however, the visual and/or mental capacity of a modeler is stretched, so that the layout quality impacts modeler performance. In other words, layout quality matters more, and is more apparent for larger diagrams. We analyze the diagram size metrics and various modeler performance indicators, including errors, preference/assessment, and cognitive load (cf. [13] ).
If we can indeed correlate diagram size with modeler performance, however, we can exploit this relationship conversely to determine limits to the size of diagrams that afford being understood easily and correctly by modelers. Such limits might be helpful as guidelines to inexperienced modelers, such as students.
Related Work
The layout of graphs (in the mathematical sense) has been a longstanding research challenge, both with respect to automatic layout and to various aspects of usability, e.g., diagram comprehension, user preferences, and diagrammatic inference. Based on the rich knowledge on general graphs, research on the layout of UML has started with those of UML's notations that are closest to graphs, namely, class diagrams (cf. [23, 7, 10, 33, 18] ), and, to a lesser extent, communication diagrams (see e.g. [17, 20] who use UML 1 terminology). Other types of UML diagrams, in contrast, have only attracted little interest so far (e.g. use case diagrams [8] , or sequence diagrams, cf. [2, 32] ). There is only little work on the Business Process Model and Notation (see [5] ), and even less on UML activity diagrams [21] .
Research on aspects of UML class diagrams has mostly focused on the impact of isolated low-level layout criteria such as line bends, crossings, and length. Unsurprisingly, each of these properties has little impact by themselves and are hard to prioritize. The more elusive higher levels like layout patterns, diagram flow, and the correspondence between a diagram and its intended message seem to have not yet been studied empirically at all. The influence of the expertise level, on the other hand, has been studied [1, 22] .
The main focus of previous work on UML diagram types and their layout has been with one of four aspects: diagram comprehension (cf. [25, 26, 15, 20] and/or user preference (cf. [18, 31] ), automatic layout (cf. [7, 10, 16, 8, 4] ), or one of a variety of diagram inference tasks, e.g., program understanding based on visualizations (cf. [32] ), or the role of design patterns in understanding (cf. [26, 27] ).
Most research uses controlled experiments and evaluate user performance using paper questionnaires, or online surveys. Only a few contributions have used other methods, most notably eye tracking (see [3, 33, 26] ). After using both methods for essentially the same experiment, Sharif et al. have concluded that these two methods are mostly complementary wrt. comprehension tasks (cf. [24] ). Thus, eye tracking is only favorable for a tightly restricted set of research questions, in particular when taking into account the considerable cost and effort involved. Having said that, most questionnaire-based approaches employ only very few participants in their experiments, typically in the range of 15 to 30, with the notable exceptions of [25] , [19] and [2] involving 45, 55 and 78 participants, respectively. The research done for the current paper involved 78 participants.
"Good" layout of UML diagrams
In this section, we will briefly review the knowledge on aesthetic criteria for the layout of UML diagrams and its effects on model understanding. A detailed discussion of aesthetic criteria for class diagrams is found in [7, p. 54-65] , a recent survey of empirical results on layout criteria is found in [9] . Wong and Sun [32] provide an overview of these criteria from a cognitive psychology point of view, along with an evaluation of how well these principles are realized in several UML CASE tools. Purchase et al. discuss aesthetic criteria with a view to the layout of UML class and communication diagrams (cf. [18, 17] ) and also provide sources to justify and explain these criteria (cf. [15] ). Eichelberger [6] also discusses these criteria at length, and shows how they can be used in the automatic layout of UML class diagrams. The layout of UML diagrams is governed by four levels of design principles. First, there are the general principles of graphical design and visualization that apply to all kinds of diagrams, and probably any kind of visualization. For instance, in a good layout, elements should not obscure each other, the Gestalt principles should be respected [12] , text should be shown in a readable size, elements should be aligned (e.g., on a grid), and there should be sparing and careful use of colors, and different fonts or styles.
Elements of good layout -Join/cluster similar elements -Orthogonal arrangement -Place elements in flow

Elements of bad layout -Edge crossings and bends -Overlaping/obscuring -Variations of visual variables
Second, there are layout principles applying to all structures that can be considered as a graph, mathematically speaking. Thus, good layouts should avoid or minimize crossings, bends, and length of lines. Most of the empirical research on UML diagrams focuses on principles from this level, e.g., [23, 7, 10, 33, 18] .
Third, there are layout principles that apply mostly only to notations like those found in UML. For instance, diagrams with some inherent ordering of elements should maintain and highlight that ordering as visual flow. Visual clutter should be reduced by introducing symmetry when possible. For instance, similar edges should be joined, similar elements should be aligned and grouped, and so on. In UML, this means that if a class has several subclasses, it might be helpful to group and align the subclasses and join the arcs indicating the inheritancerelationship. Another application is found in activity diagrams, where several consequences of a decision could be aligned and grouped.
Fourth, there is the level of pragmatics, that is, support for underlining the purpose of a diagram in order to better address the audience. Items may be highlighted by color, size, or position to guide and direct the attention of readers. On this level, rules and guidelines from lower levels may be put aside to better serve the paramount purpose of conveying the message and telling whatever story the diagram designer intends to tell.
In order to develop algorithms for creating automatic layouts that are perceived as being helpful (or "good") by human modelers, detailed knowledge about the individual criteria, their relative and absolute impact, and their formalization is needed. So, it is not surprising that most of the empirical research on UML diagrams has so far focused on studying individual principles, with an emphasis on the second group (cf. [23, 7, 10, 33, 18] ). For instance, work by Purchase et al. has shown that there are many such criteria with varying degrees of impact (see e.g. [18] ), though all of them seem to have a rather small impact with findings that are not highly or not at all statistically significant. Also, the ranking and contribution of these criteria may vary across different diagram types. Even between class and communication diagrams, which are rather close relatives as far as concrete syntax is concerned, [18, pp. 246] shows notable differences in the ordering and impact of layout criteria. Thus, other notations that share even less commonalities with class diagrams (e.g., activity, use case, or sequence diagrams) may need a completely different set of criteria.
For humans creating diagram layouts, on the other hand, a set of comparatively vague guidelines together with some instruction is often good enough for practical purposes. Humans may (and will) mix and match criteria from all four levels as appropriate and create what they and their peers perceive as high qual-ity UML diagrams. Of course, there is still a large degree of subjectivity in this definition, but it does capture the intuition (see [28, 29] for detailed evidence). Therefore, in the remainder of this paper, we will call a diagram (layout) good, if it mostly adheres to the criteria from all these levels, and bad if it mostly violates them. Generally speaking, in terms of the four levels of layout rules described above, if a diagram layout does not (significantly) violate any of the rules on the first two levels but (more or less) adopts the rules described in the latter two levels we call it a "good" layout. Conversely, we call a diagram layout "bad" if it consistently violates these rules.
Size of UML diagrams
Surprisingly, there seems to be no metric for the size of UML diagrams that we can use as a basis in our correlation. So, we have to define such a metric. We will visit three of them to find the most appropriate, starting with the simplest conceivable approach of simply counting the number of diagram elements (not to be confused with the number of model elements presented or implied in the diagram). This metric has the advantage of being straightforward to compute, but does not take into account differences among the potential elements of a diagram.
Arguably, this metric is not just simple, but too simple, as it implies that all diagram elements contribute the same amount of complexity and information to the diagram. If this assumption does not hold true, we could introduce a weight factor for the individual types of elements to compensate for differences between different element types. It is not quite clear, however, what the "right" weights should be, and how to obtain them.
As a pragmatic approach to defining weights uniformly, we use the approach pursued in [30] , and provide a simple classification of the elements of UML diagrams into lines, shapes, and labels, and assign one of three complexity levels to each of them (simple, medium, and large), according to the amount of cognitive load we may expect involved in processing them based on the laws of Gestalt psychology (cf. [12] ). For instance, a plain association might be considered a simple line, an association with an adornment on one side (such as a composition or a directed association) might be considered a line of medium complexity, and an association with adornments on both sides might be considered a line with large complexity. Lines with several legs could be understood as sets of lines, e.g., an association with two adornments and two corners decomposes into one simple line and two medium lines (one adornment each).
-Lines include all kinds of straight or curved lines. Lines made up of n different segments are considered as n different lines. Decorations at the beginning or end of a line or line segment (such as arrow heads) are considered to be an integral part of the line but increase its complexity. -Shapes include the basic geometric shapes like circles, rectangles, and ellipses as simple elements. Shapes that occupy a large area of a diagram and contain other shapes are considered to be of medium complexity, while the more complex iconic shapes like a stick-person or a lightning-arrow are considered complex shapes.
-Labels are strings of text that are attached to or positioned relative to other elements. Labels are restricted to single lines. Single characters or short names are considered simple, long names are considered as medium complex, and structured expressions like sentences or operation declarations are considered to be highly complex.
With these conventions, we define diagram size as the number of elements in a diagram, weighted by their complexity (e.g., one might define the weights S: 1, M: 1.5, L: 2). This metric is substantially more difficult to compute than our first proposal above, but it reflects the intuition more accurately, and could thus be expected to be more realistic, and provide higher validity.
Still, one might argue that the second approach is too simplistic, as the influence of diagram types is not considered. After all, every UML diagram establishes a context that restricts the admissible vocabulary in this diagram to a small subset that is available for the given diagram type. For instance, there are many more notational elements in the UML sub-language of Activity Diagrams than there are in the sub-language of Use Case Diagrams. Thus, according to classic information theory, the weight of any element in an Activity Diagram ought to be higher than the weight of the elements in Use Case Diagrams.
In analogy with classic information theory, the number of choices should determine the information content (i.e., the weight) of a diagram element. We compute the information content of diagram elements as the binary logarithm of the set of similar elements a modeler may chose from, per diagram type. So, for every diagram element e from a class E of diagram elements in a given diagram type, we compute weight(e) = log 2 (|E|). Using this as a weight factor provides a third metric of diagram size.
Note that we disregard topological information (i.e., containment). Thus, our metric is not necessarily a measure of diagram complexity or information content. Clearly, we will need to validate these diagram size metrics. So, we computed the sizes according to each measure with some (sensible) variations for the weights of the second metric for the same 38 diagrams that have been used in [28, 29] . We compared the outcomes using Pearson's product-moment correlation. Surprisingly, we found that all three measures show a very high level of correlation (between 0.967 and 0.992) with very high confidence (p < 10 −15 ). That is to say: the measures do not yield significantly different results. In other words, it does not matter which metric we use. So, we decide for the one that offers the practical advantage of being simple to compute, that is, in the remainder we simply count the number of diagram elements as a metric for diagram size. 6 We used [14] as a guideline for our experimental setup. We presented the participants with paper questionnaires showing one UML diagram and ten questions on the diagram, recording four categories of answers (right, wrong, "don't know", and no answer), time used, subjective assessment of the task difficulty (three questions in experiment D, and four questions in experiments E and F). The questionnaires also contained a separate sheet where we asked for personal preference, and subjective assessment of layout quality. The dependent variables are accuracy and speed of comprehension, and preference. The independent variables are the experience level of the participants (beginner/advanced/elite), the diagram type (class, sequence, state machine), the diagram size (small/large), and, of course, the layout quality (good/bad). Altogether, we ran three experiments with together 78 participants, and a completion rate of 80%. Minor adjustments and corrections were made as compared to the experimental setup reported in [28] . In the remainder, we will focus on the setup of the second and third experiment. The details of the setup are discussed below; a summary of the experimental setup and study design is shown in Fig. 2 
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Model population
The models used in the experiments have been created by students as part of their coursework in a requirements engineering course taught by the author.
These models belonged to one of three case studies and have been prepared by teams of 4-7 students over a period of twelve weeks with an approximate effort of 600-800 working hours for each model. For each case study, two or three teams worked in parallel; for each case study, the model of the team achieving the highest grade was selected. This procedure ensured several desirable properties.
Firstly, by using models created by students undergoing the same course and being awarded the same grade, very similar levels of modeler capability and model quality may be assumed. Furthermore, the models used exhibit a large degree of methodological homogeneity in that they are very similar in terms of model structure and size, model and diagram usage, and frequency distribution of diagram types. Also, in the models used in our experiments, model elements had their original, semantic-bearing names, whereas in some previous experiments this vital aspect seems to have been deliberately eliminated by giving meaningless synthetic names to model elements (cf. [9, p. 1697] ). Secondly, due to the project oriented nature of the course, we can assert that the models underlying our experiment are realistic in the sense that their size, quality, and purpose are very close to industrial reality. Finally, all of these models used exist at the same stage of the software life cycle, namely requirements analysis.
In contrast, all earlier works seem to have used only a single case study and model, and most work has been carried out on models at the design or implementation level. Also, there is no indication in previous work as to how close to the reality of practical software development the underlying models are.
Diagram samples and questions
From each of the three model types selected from the model population, we chose one large and one small example of class, state machine, and interaction diagrams with particularly good or bad layout. The quality of layout is measured by the adherence or non-adherence to a number of layout rules discussed in the related work (see Section 3). This step yielded three models (one from each case study) for each of the six buckets, that is, the categories of small/large diagrams of types class/activity/use case. So we arrived at 18 models altogether which were then trimmed to fit onto a questionnaire page. We then derived two variants from each diagram exhibiting good and bad layout (i.e., two different treatments), respectively, yielding 36 different diagrams (see Fig. 1 above for good/bad layouts of a diagram; a sample questionnaire can be found at www2. compute.dtu.dk/~hsto/downloads/q2.pdf). 
Participants and completion rates
The participants for experiments 1 and 2 were recruited among students from different computer science classes at the Danish Technical University in Lyngby. The participants for experiment 3 were recruited among elite graduate students and staff from the University of Augsburg. 2 All participants took part voluntarily with no reward or threat and under complete anonymity, i.e., it was clear to students that their performance had no influence whatsoever on their grades, for instance. Immediately before the experiment, all participants received a ten-minute introduction to those parts of the UML that were covered in the experiment.
The participants showed a wide spread in UML knowledge. In all experiments, in the core parts of the questionnaire, nine diagrams were presented and ten questions were asked per diagram. We saw an overall completion rate of these core questions of over 80%. See Table 1 for more details on the population. 
Results
Correlations between diagram size and modeler performance
As outlined above, our initial hypothesis was that there is a correlation between diagram size and modeler performance in understanding these diagrams. Plotting the diagram size as defined above against the performance on all diagrams yielded the scatter plots shown in Fig. 4 . Adding trend-lines reveals that the correlation is indeed present: with increasing diagram size, the mean score decreases while the variance increases. Similarly, perceived diagram clarity decreases with increasing diagram size. Surprisingly, there is also a positive correlation between diagram size and perception of layout quality. We then tested properly for correlations between diagram size and modeler performance. We used the simple diagram size metric, as discussed above, and correlated it with all measures of modeler performance observed in our experiments. We calculated the correlations between diagram size and modeler performance using Pearson's product-moment correlation (cor.test in R). We assess the effect size of a correlation of up to 0.3 to as small (S), as large (L) for values over 0.4, and as medium (M) for values in between, see Table 2 .
It is quite clear that there is indeed a large correlation between increasing diagram size and decreasing mean scores. This is in line with the observation that the variance increases with diagram size: increased difficulty will provoke a greater spread of results. We have seen a similar effect in our previous studies, where the natural variance in capability of the population becomes more visible when testing poor layouts because these help less with diagram understanding. For the good layouts, individual performance differences matter less, as they are, partially, leveled by the helpful layout. This objective measure is further confirmed by the subjective measure of asking the participants to assess the clarity of the diagrams: uniformly large correlations are found between increasing diagram size and decreasing clarity. Yet more confirmation is found when considering the subjective assessment of cognitive load: with increasing size, cognitive load as Table 2 . Pearson's product-moment correlation between diagram size and modeler performance, measured as mean and variance of objective performance (correct answers, i.e., score), different subjective assessments, and cognitive load measures. In each cell, the first number is Pearsons's r indicating the size of the correlation, the letter S/M/L classifies the effect size, the next number is the p-value, and the stars indicate its significance level.
Objective
Score expressed by subjective assessment of task complexity increases, too. Observe that subjective assessment has been found to be highly correlated with objective measures of cognitive load [11] , and that both questions asked to measure cognitive load exhibit similar patterns. The negative correlation between diagram size and perceived diagram complexity might be an experimental artifact since it has no statistic significance and relatively small effect sizes.
We also see a positive correlation between diagram size and layout quality, which seems to contradict our hypothesis. We explain this by observing that it is literally obvious to most modelers that a diagram has high quality when presented with one. Answering this question for a poor diagram, on the other hand, is much harder, as it requires knowledge about what makes a poor diagram, too. In particular novice modelers have yet to appreciate the negative impact of line crossings, bends, obscuring elements and so forth.
All of these effects are substantially stronger for poor layouts than for good layouts. This is in support of our initial hypothesis that layout quality matters more with increasing diagram size. In other words: small diagrams are easy to use anyway, so bad layout can be easily compensated. For larger diagrams, however, when the visual and/or mental capacity of a modeler is reached or exceeded, the impact of layout quality becomes visible: layout quality matters more, and is more apparent for larger diagrams.
The results for objective measures and subjective assessments seem to provide stronger results than the results for cognitive load measures, although this might be attributable to factors outside of the experimental control. Previous work by Abraho, Ricca and others [1, 22] suggests that the expertise level is important in diagram understanding, and when controlling for expertise levels, more interesting phenomena become visible (see Table 3 ). In this table, we have used the same arrangement of values in cells as in Table 2 , but have split the data between modelers with lower and higher levels of expertise (left and right, respectively). First of all, let us establish that there is indeed a performance difference in expertise level in our sub-populations. Using a one-sided Wilcoxontest to compare the average score on good layouts for the two sub-populations, we can reject the hypothesis that the sub-populations exhibit the same performance with very high significance (p = 0.00013). When comparing the scores, score variances, and the cognitive load measures, participants with high expertise level are much less affected by increasing diagram size than participants with lower expertise levels. This holds irrespective of layout quality, but is even stronger for poor layouts. Some of these findings are not statistically significant, however, since analyzing the sub-populations separately drastically decreases the number of data points. Still, all correlation show the same pattern and tendencies which does add evidence to our earlier observations.
Correlations differentiated by expertise level
Even with the reduced population size we find significant or highly significant correlations between increasing diagram size and reduced layout clarity, particularly for poor layout where correlation exceeds −0.7 (p < 10 −3 ). Again, the effect is larger for poor layouts than for good ones, and again, the same pattern is found in the cognitive load measures ("Understanding" and "Complexity"), though the latter findings are not statistically significant.
Optimal diagram size
Based on our data, we can compute trend-lines of the correlations, as shown in Fig. 4 (bottom right) . Computing a linear model yields coefficients of a linear equation (intercept = 7.21, slope = −0.014). This allows us to compute the diagram sizes at which the study participants answered a given number of questions about the diagrams correctly. It seems natural to use the boundaries of the second and third quartile as lower bound, optimum, and upper bound of expected performance. The values for these boundaries and a geometric interpretation of the relationship between quantiles of score and optimal size is given in Fig. 5 .
In practice, the quality of diagrams and modelers will vary widely. When disregarding these factors, we conclude that diagrams with approximately 20 to 60 diagram elements should allow average modelers to answer approximately half of the questions about the model represented by the diagram correctly. Thus, an objective recommendation for boundaries of diagram size would be in this range, too. It would be trivial to implement such a function in a modeling tool, which could provide guidance to modelers.
Threats to validity
Internal validity Great care has been taken to provide systematic permutations of diagrams, questions, and sequences thereof to avoid bias by carry-over ef- fects ("learning"). Any such effects would occur similarly for all treatments and, thus, would cancel each other out. Participants have been assigned to tasks randomly. We can also safely exclude bias through the experimenter himself, since there were only written instructions that apply to all conditions identically. We correlated it with different measures, each of which was measured in multiple different ways to reduce the danger of introducing bias through the experimental procedure.
External validity The selection of the models and diagrams may be a source of bias. However, we applied objective and rational criteria to the selection, and compared to previous similar studies, we used three different diagram types (rather than just one or two), a competitively large number of models, and very realistic models. The layouts for the models were, to a large degree, used-asfound, that is, they were created under realistic conditions by people unconnected to these experiments. On top of that, our study is based on a comparatively large number of participants. So, the present study is certainly among the best validated among studies of its kind and we expect our results to be valid for UML models in general, i.e., we expect a markedly higher degree of external validity than previous contributions can claim.
Conclusion validity
We have used non-parametric tests, where applicable, to compensate for skewed distributions in our data. We have consistently provided statistical significance level and the effect size with our inferences. Due to the (relatively) high number of study participants, most of the inferences we present are equipped with high or very high levels of statistic significance and large effect sizes, using Cohn's thresholds for the effect size levels for want of any better guideline. When controlling for sub-populations, the significance levels decrease, but keep showing the same patterns which is sufficient for the claims we make based on these data. We do assume a linear correlation between variables prima facie, but this is justified by an earlier ANOVA-analysis where the squared terms were much too small to have a significant impact on our study.
Construct validity Gopher and Braune [11] show that subjective assessments of cognitive load is accurate in the sense that it correlates strongly with objective measures such as skin conductivity, pupillary response, or heart rate. Categorizing layout quality as good and bad was done based on existing findings on layout understanding and aesthetics (see Section 2 for more details), which in turn are grounded in the well-established findings of Gestalt psychology. There is no established metric for "diagram size" in the context of UML or similar notations. We have developed different metrics but found that they all correlate highly. Thus, we have opportunistically adopted the simplest of these metrics. There is no particular evaluation as to whether this construct is valid.
Conclusion
In earlier work, we established that layout quality does impact the understanding of UML diagrams [28] , and that this applies irrespective of diagram type, but dependent on modeler expertise [29] . We could so far not answer the question whether diagram size had an influence, and, if so, what its magnitude would be. Thus, in this paper, we developed measures for the size of UML diagrams. Since they correlate almost perfectly on a population of 38 diagrams, we concluded that it is irrelevant which of these diagram size metrics is used. Thus we chose the pragmatically simplest metric.
Using this diagram size metric, we re-analyzed existing data sets and find strong evidence in support of our hypothesis. We conclude that high layout quality is particularly helpful for large diagrams, and that it is particularly helpful for modelers with low expertise. Based on these findings, we derive pragmatic guidelines on the optimal size of diagrams that are very easy to apply in tools, based on objective findings, and promise to be beneficial to many modelers.
The experimental procedure has been designed carefully to exclude bias of any kind, learning effects, and distortion. We have included a relatively large number of participants (n = 78) in our experiments, as a further contribution to validity. Most of the tests and correlations we have computed are equipped with high or very high levels of statistical significance. We consistently report completion rates, effect sizes, and similar data to allow scrutinizing our results, and allow other scientists to conduct secondary research based on our work. Thus we conclude, that our findings have a high level of validity.
Consistent with previous findings reported in [28, 29] , a stronger effect is seen in subjective measures (cognitive load, assessment) than in objective measures (score), pointing to cognitive mechanisms to cope with diagram complexity. We hypothesize that increasing extrinsic cognitive load will lead to stronger effects in the objective measures. One way of doing this is through dual-stimulus experiments.
